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Practicing Rewind therapy has been a very valuable system with-in my approaches with clients. 

 

It seems some practitioners get along with it fruited with efficacy where others seem to not get 
results.  I believe this paper offers solutions.   

 

Before I became a counsellor I used to be a staff mentor for a large PLC and my approach was to 
allow autonomies to self-develop methods that were natural and felt real for the employees.  This 
was to engage clients in a way that was not burdening to them, a natural development - organic; by 
default to also maintain their own health.  This was a very successful way up to a later point.  The 
management team, however, at the later point asserted their powers out of threatful fears from 
their ghostly bosses who were unknown to us (protected).  They took-over with their own pre-set 
science that simply made matters worse – it didn’t work because the pre-set science was not 
allowing for the nature and current needs of the practitioners that were in the contextual field.  
Their views and sentiments were trampled on and exiled to the pre-proven and historic rigid 
dominant rhetoric.  The practitioners were instructed to follow or be replaced as a burden.  This was 
a system where brainstorming was done fast rather than slowly and in doing so deflected new co-
construction possibilities, with their pre-embodied systems.  This means, it deflected and ignored 
the newest and freshest sighted views and possibilities, especially from the non-institutionalized 
newly employed - the system protected itself along with its filters and blind spots with-in a way, it 
seems, institutions cannot not stop doing - something all to often experienced as a systemic problem 
that perpetuates like a pair of snakes eating each-others tails.      

 

An expert ideology of continually rolling something out until its death. A  war narrative of 
punishments rather than it evolving as a fully functioning co-living value based healthy system.   

 

Being both familiar with the Human Givens and Dr Muss methodologies of the rewind therapies for 
traumatic experiences - there has been a reflexive position between them in my practice.   
Understanding it is a cinematic construct passed down from history and times that changed with the 
merging of relational qualities and multi-partial creations that were integrated as a poly-phonic 
interaction system.  This type of position has also evolved in my use with clients. 



 

I have been practicing in a way I will call “contextual inclusion and dis-inclusion”.  Together with a 
postmodern approach and gentle particulate of choices – an epistemology of plural appropriation / 
approximation.  However, this inclusion / exclusion is not a rule for the few but for all participants in 
the system – a multi partial value-based system of autonomies.   

 

My approaches are, I believe, systemic with an understanding about the ideas of relational selves 
and circularity rather than lineal ideologies. Ideas espoused about the systemic landscapes, fields 
and spaces taking wide context into account.  This means the approaches engaged lean more 
towards the post-modern / post traditional views about life.    

Also, considering the ideas embedded with humanistic theories such as phenomenologic of mind 
espoused by Carl Rogers use of systems thinking along with what I term epiphenomenologic as an 
external narrative internalized.  A construction that informs what can and cannot be done from an 
embodied content.  This ascribes to what Rogers referred to as dislocated self apart from the true-
self, also Eugine Gendlin in terms of a felt-sense and what is different or becomes different when we 
explore curiously inside it –  distance, closeness, new sights and feels along with healing.  This means 
both logics inside as self-constructed with logics that have become internalized from others are 
constructed on and over something innate and unspoiled.  A place where life is seen from.  This 
takes into account that people have innate and harbour emotionally constructed systems that are of 
use as well as  active counter-useful embodiments.  However, traditionally it’s not unusual to 
understand this secondary layer as a mask or a cape or even as a belt / layer of shame – I call this the 
OVERSelf because it OVERSTANDS what understanding wholeness means – a logical coalition of 
many, often presenting as a closed system that robots the nature of being.  What kind of 
relationship is this?  This means it is systemic leadership rather than innate leadership – a doing over 
being that largely has none or little valued recognition about the presence of being – it is a digital 
logical influential force / social narrative / learned trance that impacts being as feelings converted 
into action in terms of a social expectancy group of power.    

An Internal Family Systems Practitioner may call this type phenomenological impactors Self like parts 
because they are secondary to the qualities of being.  It could even be argued the secondary view of 
being has been removed as non-authentic in the digital domain becoming third removed.      

 

Considering the rewind, in this context, it is clear to see that a multi-dimensional vast view may not 
need to be totally included in a process that reverses and undoes reality.  What is the effect of 
reversing the healthy aspects or systems that had not been disrupted by the force of impact/s, 
otherwise, reassembled constructs naturally useful as they have become, in the current context – a 
force that usefully deconstructed and reconstructed.  Is it possible in a traumatic event that the 
impact undoes a dislocation?  I know in my experience that the rewind of Dr Muss unpacked 
repressed anger for me, to his dismay.  This, however, give me a chance to work with the unmet and 
unprocessed anger that was under or inside a trauma – Did this part of me chose not to rewind to 
become what it needed to be?  To, then, again become part of the functioning system.  Finding this 
anger unbound it and freed it from jail.  It could be said it had less need to be screaming for its unfair 
entrapment and this had to be a good and useful thing, especially when considering blocked anger is 
argued to become arthritic, but what if the rewind also undid what was re-constructed as useful 
within this event that had been totally labelled as traumatic?  What is bound anger reverse wound 
or assertions further unexpressed because they had become re-bound?  What is the effect of 
reversing the control contexts that were a positive part of the trauma.  Would the control values 



that didn’t work be revalued and the ones that did work become unvalued?   Either way, is it wise to 
leave these potentials or communications unexpressed and out of control and given-up to science? 

The rewind usually asks to include all aspects of the trauma and by that nature takes the clients 
autonomy away with the assertion of the science and diagnosis – the client attempts fully 
surrendering their-selves to science, or at least is expected too.   

I practice Internal Family Systems - IFS and therefore understand that it is parts of us that are what 
influence us and that there is always a vastness of these phenomena aside other things available in 
our multi-partial experience.  I have come to realize in an enriched postmodern context via systemic 
studies and IFS practices that my personal trauma is a part of me that had been stained or had found 
new meaning, rather than the whole, albeit, the whole has been influenced by these parts.   

IFS has an inclusion policy, also, that says “all parts are welcome”.  However, IFS largely works with 
parts one by one, a separation process.  This also means equally that all parts are not made present 
by demand but rather when the contextual landscape is ready for their joining.  

When looking at Judith Herman’s views about trauma, for example, it is clear to see that Trauma is a 
set of  experiences that have been rapidly injected, in a sense, like a conditioning of worthlessness or 
worthfulness, that had been enforced over time on to something more quickly than expected or 
prepared for and this, I believe, is exactly what the rewind intends to do in reverse – i.e. rapidly undo 
what is thought / perceived / hypothesised or diagnosed to be part of traumatized construct / 
narrative.  However, this force can be argued to be rigid complimentary communications as 
espoused in the book Pragmatics of Human Communication, of an unhealthy sort.  It also can be put 
that not all rigid complimentary communications are unhealthy but can actually be assistive, healthy 
and useful, like a vehicle can be both an unwelcomed curse or a welcomed gift.  Often in the therapy 
room people under their own autonomies realize a value with-in unwanted experiences, a lightbulb 
moment of appreciation and in this realization desire to maintain them – knowledge otherwise 
unknown.  The rapidity of trauma, then, along with the loss of control seems often to becomes the 
focus and concern without separating what trauma has materialized as usefully re-constructed.  The 
event, though, cannot delete the memories of what was previously embedded although it can often 
seem this way to people who have experienced traumatic encounters – that which was / is pre-
trauma becomes distanced and what is new becomes more apparent.   In terms of psychology it 
could be argued that trauma is a means of seeing more context because it generates a new 
contextual view about life – meaning that it enables more sight/s of life and may bring a more 
objective view or views with it (See Human Givens regarding Fibromyalgia).  Should we not make use 
of these type of positive connotations with appreciations rather than undo or reverse them? 

 

This said it would be beneficial to give the clients of trauma the autonomy that this thinking 
deserves over the science of the classic or lineal rewind, within a process of new multi partial 
delivery.   

I’ve, above, mentioned in process context as contextual inclusion.  In the context of the rewind this 
means the position of the body: “body position context” along with the application context, in terms 
of method and rigidity of scientific application.  Dr Muss’ rewind administers the rewind “as is” – 
that is sat down without a relaxation procedure where Human Givens asks clients to follow in a 
guided imagery / hypnotic style approach, also sat down – not that either are not hypnotic in 
approach.  However, I have been experimenting with a variationist way with-in my practice, for 
some time ascribing to the systemic idea that a practitioner is wise not marry any theory in a rigid or 
fixated manner.   

 



There is value in systemic doubtfulness especially about complacency being a potential danger. 

An observation between what I have learned across the variety of theories and practices seemed to 
come about, rising spontaneously.  A Systematic Desensitization that was image focused was not 
effective, I checked the pre-set procedures and self-doubted – was I holding too strong to the pre-
set science?  I had listened to the client talk about what had happened, from my curiosity, calm and 
felt spontaneity I intuitively asked the client: “What position was your body in at the time of the 
event?” Also, I asked “now, position yourselves in the position you were in at the time of the event”, 
to do the therapeutic intervention.  Yes! It worked and become effective where it previously had 
failed.  

With the traditional rewind I argue this body contextual approach also is effective in this same 
respect but I second that not all contexts are needed to be included.  This means a kind of Occam’s 
Razor effect and without including what is, in the now, not problematic - despite it being part of the 
trauma.  Instead, the parts that have reformed or not and are a burden can be included without the 
parts that are, now, unburdened.   If parts of systems have taken on new resources / qualities or 
contexts in the trauma and are now unburdened there is no need to rewind these.   

From my IFS practice it seems the mind body system with its biological relations classes some parts 
useful to its means as they are, some clients choose not to unburden because they have found value 
and use for what was taken on in an event – this may be with new information gathered within the 
traumatic event or systems untouched / affected.  This also may be a reason why clients of the 
rewind by default do not include what they have been instructed to by science.  What the 
practitioner sees as a burden may not be a burden to the client but instead be useful to keep it as it 
is currently found.  Otherwise, maybe that context has not yet been processed enough to make that 
decision for their selves.  Why should a therapist overbear the clients autonomy, in this respect, with 
a rigid or fixed limited belief about a robotic use of science?  Also, my IFS practice identifies some 
parts chose to stay aside and witness the therapeutic process – as a safe cautionary position.  This 
may happen prior to engaging the rewind.  With the parts-rewind method offered herein this is 
respected, heard, appreciated and those autonomies valued rather than potentially thwarted / 
shamed.  Furthermore, from an IFS view the part/s of the psyche that prevents engagement can be 
worked with as they arise part by part / bit by bit.  This process of inter psychic engagement enlivens 
and draws out the intra psychic systems from the shadows, with a safe and gentle manner.  It assists 
to identify the parts / contexts that are willing and ready along with the parts unwilling or ready, 
remaining safe.  This means that the rewind process can be done gradually, or in partnership with 
IFS be more appropriated for clients being qualities / Self-leadership.  This reflexive position frees-up 
space to rewind in an allowing autonomously arrived space, within-appropriated context.  
Otherwise, working with the protective characteristics as they arrive with the messages and 
meanings they bring to the fore.  This, then, may even assist with moving back towards a classic all-
in approach – something like Family therapy houses a room full of willingly participating family 
characters.  However, this part by part approach seems to be more respectful, compassionate and a 
tuned way towards focused contextual alignments of the amygdala and hippocampus updating 
relationships.   

 

The rewind classically uses the imagery of the cinema, seating and screen to show the event in a 
number of films from dislocated views chosen by the practitioner.  The Parts- rewind gives these 
choices and more to the sub-systems and the parts can, then, chose to position themselves how and 
where they’d like to be or remain otherwise located.  Furthermore, how they remember 
experiencing it - in an auditory witnessing fashion or as in family therapy visit and view from behind 
the glass or safety of the projector room or even wait outside as a closed system -e.g. the fabric of 



building enclosing the cinema screen and sounds.  These parts of the mind / body can re-join and 
engage at a later stage, when they are ready and if they wish to accept the invitation.   

 

Doing the rewind this way means there is no scientific forcing / coercion of clients to include all 
phenomena within a rewind.  When listening to clients they often partially do this themselves, that is 
dis-include aspects or parts of the narrative.  In this context, the practitioner has been instructed via 
training to ask clients to put all the trauma in or manoeuvre it within a relaxed guided imaginal 
context to assert they do it all in one go or as little goes as possible and sat down in a chair; despite 
they may have not been sat down at the time of the event.  I don’t believe that the science 
overbearing and working out of context / association in this kind of way respects the protective 
autonomies of the psyche, as separate systems, but instead is a too strongly formed scientific 
coalition  /narrative of scripts.   Moreover, that the body positioned out of context has an effect of 
its own that could even distort matters without necessity.  Therefore, this may suggest a purpose for 
allowing the systems that are not ready to become ready - from what they witness about the parts 
that were ready and willingly engaging the rewind processing.  The parts- rewind therapy, then, 
holds promise towards increasing potential if done with-in a body-position associative context that 
the client remembers or knows about.  This way the parts of the trauma that are useful and valued 
as they are will remain untouched and unspoiled - other than the sights and feels of parts about the 
psyche that have been unburdened / healed.  In process this is clear to see as more fluid and free 
moving approach and respects all sub-systems of the psyche to move with the flow or observe, like 
people choosing to or choosing not to do swimming in a river of current until they can evaluate the 
safety.      

I guess, the choices of approach are dependent about how we view and know ourselves.  Do we 
ascribe to believe all the psyche is one trauma or are there are many aspects / parts to it?  Do we 
believe the mind is one or many?  Do we believe the persons mind effected from trauma must only 
be ill or no good as it has become?  Are we a person who knows his abilities to deconstruct and 
reconstruct tools and remake them for the job at hand or do we buy off the shelf pre-sets?  Do we 
buy off the shelf and use many items as one-system?  The parts-rewind approach allows and moves 
with the paradigm shift that there is no singular mind but, instead, recognizes the many in the one 
and more than the many – systemically viewing the micro and macro contexts to allow for a 
continuum of both/& or even a many/& position.   Does a lumberjack chop all trees at once?  Do we 
pile all on to a jumbo jet or bus or do we allow coalitions to move in smaller vehicles towards 
relocation?  Do we re-learn in one hit or does it take many moments?  Its long been established by 
psychology that repetition is believing and more recently that neurobiological growth takes time. 
Otherwise, do we listen to the traumatic shout that is noted to be remembered within attachment 
constructs?   Do we rush or do we move at a pace that allows for a clearer view of life?  Who’s 
choice is it anyway?  What and how are these choices informed?    How does it all fit?  Do we do as 
we are told by dislocated logical forces or do we heed a wholesome richness that allows for the 
congruent and innate qualities, that reside inside each and every person?    My concerns now are 
that the more classic rewind ideas bring more complication than needed,  how many practitioners 
really notice the trauma caused by a rewind – then do we rewind what may have benefited by not 
being rewound in the first place or do we follow this contextual Inclusion dis-inclusion proto-call?  
Everything I’ve learned about therapy feels more appropriated to lean towards the latter, somehow 
constructing less of a shaming narrative.       
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